Retrieving spoken content with spoken queries, or query-by-example spoken term detection (STD), is attractive because it makes possible the matching of signals directly on the acoustic level without transcribing them into text. Here, we propose an end-to-end queryby-example STD model based on an attention-based multi-hop network, whose input is a spoken query and an audio segment containing several utterances; the output states whether the audio segment includes the query. The model can be trained in either a supervised scenario using labeled data, or in an unsupervised fashion. In the supervised scenario, we find that the attention mechanism and multiple hops improve performance, and that the attention weights indicate the time span of the detected terms. In the unsupervised setting, the model mimics the behavior of DTW, and it performs as well as DTW but with a lower run-time complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Retrieving spoken content with spoken queries, also known as queryby-example spoken term detection (STD) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , is attractive because hand-held or wearable devices make spoken queries a natural choice. The most intuitive way to search over spoken content for a spoken query is to directly match the audio signals to find those audio snippets that sound like the spoken query, and dynamic time warping (DTW) [7] is widely used. Despite DTW's wide use, it has several drawbacks. As typical DTW does not have trainable parameters, even in an online system that collects the training data from user feedback, the data cannot be directly used to improve the algorithm. In addition, the time complexity of DTW is usually proportional to the product of the lengths of the spoken queries and audio segments, which for real applications is usually excessive.
Query-by-example STD by representing each word segment as a vector [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] is much more efficient than the conventional Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) based approaches, because only the similarities between two single vectors are needed, in additional to the significantly better retrieval performance obtained [11] . Audio segment representation is still an open problem. Several approaches have been successfully used in STD [9, [13] [14] [15] , but these approaches were developed primarily in more heuristic ways, rather than deep learning. By learning RNN with an audio segment as the input and the corresponding word as the target, the outputs of the hidden layer at the last few time steps can be taken as the representation of the input segment [16] . Audio segment embedding can also be jointly learned with their corresponding character sequences by multi-view approach [17] . Sequence-to-sequence Autoencoder is used to represent variable-length audio segments by vectors with fixed dimensionality, which is referred to as Audio Word2Vec [11] . This previous approach assumes that speech segments to be retrieved have been pre-segmented at word boundaries, which is not realistic. However, it was shown that neural embeddings learned from pre-segmented audio can be applied for embedding arbitrary segments [17] . In this paper, we use attention mechanism to locate the time span of the input query in the utterances to be retrieved, so word boundary segmentation is not needed at both the training and testing stages, and attention is shown to improve the query-by-example performance.
The target of this paper is to develop an end-to-end deep learning model for query-by-example STD. On STD with text query, endto-end approaches have been explored, in which a function which can map the acoustic features of an utterance and a text query to a confidence score is developed. Along this direction, encouraging results have been obtained based on structured support vector machine (SVM) [18] [19] [20] . However, learning structured SVM is computationally intensive, so this approach is hard to scale. An end-to-end deep learning based system for text query STD has been proposed [21] . Attention mechanism and multiple hops are not used in the model, which is different from the proposed approach in this paper.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end query-by-example STD model. The model is an attention-based multi-hop network, the input of which is a query and an audio segment (containing several utterances), and the output a confidence score representing whether the audio segment includes the query term. In the network, the input spoken query is represented as a vector by an LSTM encoder. We use the attention mechanism to locate the time span of the query term in the audio segment. Similar to query expansion, multiple hops are used to update the spoken queries via information extracted from the audio segment. Then a key term detector determines whether the query term exists in the input audio segment. These network components are all learned end-to-end, and the model can be learned in a supervised or unsupervised setting. In a supervised setting, the model is learned from a set of labeled data, which can be collected by user feedback in real applications. In an unsupervised setting, the neural network mimics the behavior of DTW, and it performs as well as DTW but with a lower run-time complexity.
FRAMEWORK AND TRAINING SCENARIO
Shown in the upper half of Fig 1 is the framework of query-byexample STD using an end-to-end network. The network input is the spoken query and an audio segment in the database to be retrieved. Both the spoken query and the audio segment are represented by acoustic features such as MFCCs. In this paper, the audio segments cover several utterances, and as such are much longer than the spoken queries. The output of the network is a scalar. The scalar represents the confidence that the term in the spoken query exists in the audio segment. Given a spoken query, the system ranks the audio segments in the database according to the confidence scores, and yields the search results. It may seem that the proposed approach only extracts the target audio segments as opposed to locating the time spans of the query terms in the segments; in truth, the time spans are determined based on the attention mechanism in the network. This is shown in the experimental results.
As shown in the lower half of Fig. 1 , the network is trained in two different scenarios. In the first scenario (left lower corner), labeled examples are collected, each pair of which is composed of a spoken query and an audio segment, including a label indicating whether the segment contains the term in the spoken query. In this case, network training is cast as a binary classification problem. Since labeled data is used in the first scenario, the network achieves better performance than query-by-example approaches such as DTW that use no labeled data. In the second scenario (right lower corner), given a set of query-segment pairs, an existing query-by-example STD approach referred to here as the teacher approach (any method with good performance could be used here) assigns a score to each example pair. This score represents the confidence that the segment includes the query. The network thus learns to predict the confidence scores of the teacher approach given the same example pairs; this is hence a regression task. In the second scenario, as no extra labeled data is needed, it is unsupervised. Since the network is learned from an existing approach, it cannot outperform its teacher. However, if the network performance is equivalent to that of the teacher approach, and if the network is faster than the teacher, it may be reasonable to use the network at testing time instead of the teacher approach.
ATTENTION-BASED MULTI-HOP NETWORK
In this section we describe the model architecture of the attentionbased multi-hop network. ture vector such as MFCC. In Fig. 2 (A) , a long short-term memory (LSTM) network [22] takes one frame from the input spoken query sequentially at a time. After going through all the frames in the query, the query vector representation VQ is the hidden layer output of the LSTM network at the last time index. Fig. 2 (B) shows an audio segment (containing several utterances) in the database to be retrieved; although this is a lengthy acoustic feature sequence, we show only eight features for simplicity. The LSTM in Fig 2 (B) goes through the whole document and encodes each frame 1 . The vector representation of the t-th frame St is the hidden layer outputs of the LSTM network. This process can be completed off-line, before the spoken query is submitted.
Query Representation

Audio Segment Representation with Attention
Then the attention value αt for each time index t is the cosine similarity between the query vector VQ (obtained in Fig. 2 (A) ) and the vector representation St of each frame, αt = St VQ, where symbol denotes cosine similarity between two vectors. We normalize attention values αt as α t . The score list is normalized using the softmax activation function:
This has been widely used in many existing neural attention frameworks [23] [24] [25] [26] . Then vectors St from the LSTM network for every frame in the audio segment are weighted with this normalized attention value α t and summed to yield the segment representation vector VS = t α t St, which is used to determine the confidence score for spoken query VQ. To ensure a time complexity linear to the length of the input audio segment, we do not use more sophisticated attention models [27] ; thus the approach is faster than DTW. Fig. 3 illustrates hopping: the input spoken query is first converted into a vector VQ 1 by the module in Fig. 2 (A) , after which the module in (B) uses this VQ 1 to compute the attention values αt to obtain the story vector VS 1 . Then VQ 1 and VS 1 are summed to form the new question vector VQ 2 . This process is the first hop (hop 1). The output of the first hop VQ 2 can be used to compute the new attention values to obtain a new story vector VS 2 . This can be seen as relevance feedback [13, 28] , where the machine goes over the audio segment again, extracting information to expand the query to form a new query vector. Again, VQ 1 and VS 1 are summed to form VQ 2 (hop 2). After n hops (n is predefined), the output of the last hop VS n is used to calculate the confidence score.
Hopping
Keyword Detection
Finally, as shown in the upper half of Fig 3, a detector determines the confidence score based on query vector representation VQ and utterance vector representation VS n . Here we use three ways to calculate this score: (1) Use the cosine similarity between VQ and VS n as the score; (2) Use the detector -a connected feedforward neuron network -taking VQ and VS n as input, and output a scalar as the confidence score; (3) Combine approaches (1) and (2): a neural network takes as input the query vector VQ, utterance vector VS n , and cosine similarity, and outputs a score.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used the LibriSpeech corpus [29] as the data for the experiments. To train the attention-based multi-hop network, some querysegment pairs were needed as training examples. 70,000 training examples were used in the experiments, including 500 different spoken queries; all audio segments were from the LibriSpeech train-clean-360 set. In the supervised scenario, the label for each example (a query-segment pair) specified whether the audio segment contains the spoken query 2 . In the unsupervised scenario, each example is labeled using the score from the DTW algorithm [30] . There are three testing sets. In all testing sets, the audio segments were from the train-other-500 set in LibriSpeech; thus the audio segments in the training and testing sets did not overlap. As described below, the spoken queries were different.
• Testing Set 1: There were 1,500 query-segment pairs, including 30 different spoken queries (each query has 50 examples in average). The spoken queries were all from the training set.
• Testing Set 2: As with testing set 1, this set also had 1,500 query-segment pairs with 30 different spoken queries (each query has 50 examples in average). The spoken queries in this set had the same text form as testing set 1, but did not come from the training set.
• Testing Set 3: This set had 10,000 query-segment pairs with 100 different spoken queries (each query has 100 examples in average). In this set, the spoken queries were not from the training set, and the text form of the spoken queries never appeared in the training queries.
All the spoken queries corresponds to single words, but the proposed approach can also be applied on phrases. 39-dimension MFCCs were used as the acoustic features. Both attention-based multi-hop network and DTW baseline used the same set of features, so they can be fairly compared. Mean average precision (MAP) was used as the evaluation measure. The network structure and hyper-parameters were set as below without further tuning if not specified. The LSTM encoder consisted of two hidden layers with 128 LSTM units. The networks were trained for 100 epochs using ADAM [31] . The keyword detector was a network with four hidden layers with 128, 64, 32 and 2 neurons respectively. In the supervised scenario, the attention-based multi-hop network was a binary classifier trained using cross-entropy loss; in the unsupervised scenario, mean square error was the loss function.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, we consider the supervised scenario. The results of the unsupervised scenario are presented in Section 5.4. Table 1 shows the results of the attention-based model with a single hop. Rows (A) and (B) are two baselines: Row (A) is the MAP of the search results ranked according to DTW similarities on the three testing sets, and row (B) is the model without attention mechanism. We used an LSTM to encode both the spoken query and audio segment as a vector representation by taking the hidden layer output of the LSTM network at the last time index. Next, we input to the neural network key term detector the query vector and audio segment representations. The detector then outputs a score representing the confidence that the query appears in the audio segment. We find that without the attention mechanism, even though the networks are learned from labeled training data, they are outperformed by DTW, which needs no training data (rows (B) v.s. (A)).
Attention-based Model
We observe that the results of attention-based networks outperform those without attention and DTW (part (C) v.s. rows (A), (B)). From Table 1 , we note that compared to DTW, the attention model yields larger improvements on test sets 1 and 2. This shows that even though the training and testing queries are from different speakers, the attention-based model still learns the keyword acoustic patterns, which are speaker-independent. However, the attention-based network yields little improvement on test set 3; it is more difficult for the network to transfer what it has learned to keywords it has never seen before. We evaluated the three detectors mentioned in Section 3.4, denoted in Table 1 as NN, Cos, and NN+Cos. Regardless of the model, using the network for keyterm detection always works better than simply computing cosine similarity (NN v.s Cos). Taking cosine similarity as another input to the keyterm detection network (NN+Cos) does not improve performance on test set 1, but does improve the performance in some cases on test sets 2 and 3.
Part (D) shows the integration of the DTW output in row (A) and the attention-based model in part (C), for which the integration weight is 0.4 for DTW and 0.6 for the attention-based model. We observe improvements for test sets 1 and 3. This shows that DTW and the attention-based model are complementary. In spoken term detection, we seek to determine not only whether the query term exists in the audio segments, but sometimes also -if they exist -the time spans of these query terms within the segments. We find that the attention weights reveal the time spans of the query terms. In Fig. 4 we present the analysis of test set 1. For all query terms and for the audio segments containing the query terms, we compute the time difference between the position with the highest attention weight and the end of the query. The horizontal axis in the figure shows the time difference, while the vertical axis is the percentage among all the audio segments considered. From the figure, we find that distances under one second accounted for 25% of the cases; that is, in these cases the attention mechanism located the query term with less than a one-second error. Further analysis in the enclosed subfigure shows the time duration from 0 to 1 seconds. We find that most of the time differences fall between 0.1 and 0.5; this shows that the highest peak of the attention weights are quite close to the query word. This suggests that attention yields a precise focus on the end location of the query. Table 2 shows the results when using multiple hops to generate audio segment representations. The results in row (B) are the results Here the network is learned from a teacher approach, so no extra label data is needed. We use DTW as the teacher approach, and normalize the DTW similarity scores between 0 and 1 as the target of regression. The results are shown in Table 3 . From the table, we find that the performance of the attention-based network without multiple hops is comparable to DTW (rows (B) v.s. (A)), and that the 3-hop network outperforms DTW on test sets 2 and 3 (rows (C) v.s. (A)). Here we emphasize that the time complexity of the network during testing is far less than DTW: given a document length of M and a query length of N , the time complexity of DTW is O(M ×N ), while the time complexity of the network is O(M × n), where n is the number of hops 3 . Therefore, it is reasonable to replace DTW with a network learned from it.
Attention analysis
Multiple Hopping
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end query-by-example STD model based on an attention-based multi-hop network. The model can be trained in either an supervised or unsupervised fashion. In the supervised scenario, we show that attention and multiple hops are both very helpful, and that the attention weights of the proposed model reveal the time span of the input keyterm. In the unsupervised setting, the neural network mimics DTW behavior, and achieves performance comparable to DTW with shorter runtimes. In the future, we will explore more new attention-based models, and investigate new models which directly output time spans instead of a confidence score. We will also compare the performance of the proposed approach and DTW on posterior features and cross-lingual bottleneck features.
